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Nuclear quadrupole resonance of ~4N (K= 1) has been studied for the two diatomic species
N- N and N- N in solid m-nitrogen. Spectra from carefully prepared and annealed sam-

ples display well-resolved intramolecular dipolar splittings consisting of an asymmetric trip-
let for N- 4N and a doublet for 4N- N. From the order of the components of the triplet, the
sign of the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant is deduced to be negative. Measurements of
the resonance frequencies v(14-14) and v(14-15) have been made as a function of tempera-
ture from 4. 2 K to the phase transformation at 35.6 K, and as a function of isotopic concen-
tration for five concentrations ranging from 0.37 to 999o 5N. The hydrostatic pressure de-
pendence of v~(14-14) in a natural isotopic abundance sample has been observed at seven fixed
temperatures. These results were combined with detailed thermal expansion and compress-
ibility data to obtain the resonance frequency v@(14-14) as a function of temperature at con-
stant volume and as a function of volume at constant temperature. The observed strong tem-
perature dependence of the resonance frequency is ascribed to excitation of large-amplitude
molecular librations having substantial anharmonic character. A quasiharmonic theory of
motional averaging incorporating published Raman spectroscopy data provides a satisfactory
fit to the resonance frequency at zero pressure. An independent determination of the motional
averaging obtained from the dipolar splitting is in excellent agreement with the averaging of
the quadrupole resonance frequency. A fit of the theoretical equation for motional averaging
with the experimental volume dependence of vo(14-14) yields the volume dependence of the
libration frequencies. Three isotopic mass effects were observed and studied at 4.2 K: (i.)
The frequencies v~(14-14) and v(14-15) increase approximately linearly with increasing con-
centration of 5N (isotope shift); (ii) v~(14-15) —v(14-14) = 7.95 + 0.30 kHz independent of
concentration (isotope splitting); and (iii) the individual lines of the spectra broaden in mixed
samples due to dynamic disorder. The total isotope shift is 2. 6 +0.25 kHz for both molecules;
a qualitative explanation of the effect is given based on the volume dependence of vo(14-14),
the known difference in lattice constants of pure N2 and 5N2, and the assumption of a defect
volume for a ' N-' N impurity molecule in a Nq lattice. The isotope splitting is a conse-
quence of unequal masses and force constants for the two molecules.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen is known to crystallize in three struc-
tures' (n, P, and y) depending on the pressure
and temperature. The a and P phases occur at
equilibrium vapor pressure whereas the y phase
exists only at applied pressures greater than about
3500 atm. This paper is concerned exclusively
with a nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) study
of the e phase, which at equilibrium vapor pres-
sure is stable below 35. 6 K. The crystal structure
of n-nitrogen is primitive cubic with a basis of four
molecules per unit cell. The molecules are orien-
tationally ordered in the basis such that a molecule
is aligned parallel to each of the four body diago-
nals of the cube. Assignment of the space group to
either P2,3 or Pa3 has not been completely settled
in the literature. The most recent x-ray analysis'
favors P2,3, but Raman' and infrared spectros-
copy ' and electron diffraction' work find no evi-
dence of this structure and are consistent with Pa3.
The molecules lie on a center of symmetry in the
Pa3 structure, whereas in P2 &3 each molecular
center is displaced along a cube body diagonal. In

fact, there is a simple test between the two struc-
tures that seems not to have been tried. The non-
centrosymmetric P2,3 space group must be piezo-
electric. A frequency-modulated nuclear reso-
nance spectrometer, such as used in this work,
happens to be a sensitive detector of piezoelectric
resonances and we find weak piezoelectric reso-
nances by this method in n-nitrogen. " There is,
therefore, no doubt that the correct assignment is
P2)3.

Orientational ordering and lattice dynamics in
a-nitrogen have been discussed in numerous pa-
pers. Various forms of the intermolecular
potential have been examined: (i) the superposition
of a spherically symmetric Lennard- Jones poten-
tial with an anisotropic part due to either (a) mo-
lecular quadrupole quadrupole (MQQ) interactions
or (b) MQQ interactions plus directional correc-
tions to the attractive dispersive and repulsive
forces, and (ii) an atom-atom Lennard-Jones po-
tential. None of these potentials has been entirely
successful in explaining all the features of the solid,
but all predict the molecular ordering provided by
either the Pa3 or P2,3 crystal structure. The ori-
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entational potential is of paramount importance in
detex'mining many of the physical properties of +-
nitrogen. Because the potential is weak, large-
amplitude librations of the molecules occur about
the equilibrium positions and contribute to strong
temperature dependences of thermal expansion,
compressibility, ' specific heat, "' and, as we
shall emphasize here, the NQR spectra. A striking
demonstration that the stability of the a phase is
dependent upon the anisotropic part of the inter-
molecular potential is provided by experiments in
which argon atoms are substituted in the lattice. '
The stability range of o'.-nitrogen decreases rapid-
ly with in.creasing concentration of the spherically
symmetric argon atoms and disappears entirely at
less than 25% argon.

A number of other important low-temperature
solids crystallize in the Pa3 or P2&3 structures.
Among these are orthohydrogen, paradeuterium,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide,
and ammonia. Thus, a thorough study of nitrogen
has ramifications extending beyond the material
itself.

Several physical properties of nitrogen are al-
most ideally convenient for study by means of NQR;
indeed lt ls exceptional to find such a fortunate
confluence of subject and method. Because the
molecular bond is vastly stronger than the solid-
state bond, the molecule remains a well-defined
entity in the solid and the electric field gx'adient at
the nuclear site is,almost entirely of intramolec-
ular origin; over-all cubic symmetry also leads to
a reduction of the intermolecular contribution to
the electric field gradient. Furthermore, the in-

0
tramolecular nuclear separation is 1.10 4, where-
as the closest distance between nuclei on neighbor-
ing molecules is 3.42 A. Therefore, the magnetic
dipole pairs within a Inolecule interact strongly but
are relatively isolated from other molecules. Thus,
one deals with a simple quasi-isolated two-spin
system and the NQR spectrum basically provides
information about the static and dynamic properties
of individual molecules in the solid. Two stable
isotopes occur, N (I= 1) and N (I= 2). The nat-
ural abundance is 99.63/o N, but samples en-
riched in '5N are readily obtainable. Thus, NQR
of ' N can be observed in two of three possible
diatomic species, viz. ,

' N-' N and N- N.
Experimental data on the temperature dependence

of the NQR frequency and relaxation time in n-ni-
trogen have been presented in previous papers ~' 33

and discussed in terms of simplified models for the
lattice dynamics. Extensive new experimental work
on nitrogen that has been conducted recently in our
laboratory' ' and elsewhere permits a thorough
analysis of the solid without many of the approxima-
tions that must normally be made in interpreting
NQR data. The normal-mode problem for the op-

t~cai xrequencies has been solved and the degener-
a,cies of the vibrations are known. The libration
frequencies, which play a dominant role in the tem-
perature dependence of the NQR as well as the ther-
mal stability of the solid, have all been measured
by Raman spectroscopy at several temperatures.
The compressibility and thermal expansion' have
been measured between 4. 2 K and the phase transi-
tion, and the compressibility is also known as a
function of pressure. Finally, we have obtained
the pressure dependence of the resonance frequen-
cy for a number of temperatures and have studied
three second-order isotope effects due to the dif-
ferent mass and nuclear spin of ' N and ' N. So
much detailed and related information has never
been available for interpretation of NQR data ln any
material. As we shall demonstrate in this and a
subsequent paper, the NQR data provide an exceed-
ingly sensitive probe of molecular dynamics of
solid nitrogen.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Research-grade nitrogen (99. 999% pure) obtained
from Air Products and Chemicals Inc. was used for
the experiments on natural- abundance samples.
Isotopically enriched gas was purchased from Iso-
met Corporation. Success in the line-shape studies
was critically dependent on sample preparation.
Liquid nitrogen was condensed into a 1.5-cm glass
sample chamber inside the rf coil. This sample
was solidified slowly to form a single crystal of P-
nitrogen and then cooled slowly to the phase transi-
tion temperature 7'

z at 35. 6 K. Over a period of
hours the sample was taken through the crystallo-
graphic transformation and then annealed many
hours more (-10 h) at a temperature approximately
0. 1 K below T z. It is possible that a single crys-
tal was produced by this procedure, but this was
not checked since the fact is inconsequential for the
data analysis.

The annealing procedure and also the strong tem-
perature dependence of the quadrupole resonance
frequency above 25 K required sensitive tempera-
ture regulation. A precision temperature-control
cryostat similar to one described previously, but
of improved design, was used. Temperature mea-
surements were made with a platinum resistance
thermometer calibrated by the National Bureau of
Standards and a germanium resistance thermome-
ter. Automatic temperature regulation based on
the germanium thermometer was achieved using
a Leeds and Northrup model No. 7556-A potentiom-
eter with the null-detector unbalance feeding a
programmable power supply that controlled a heater
on a copper shield surrounding the sample cham-
ber. This system provided a uniform temperature
over the sample with a resolution and long-term
stability of a few millidegrees.
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For the pressure studies, 7 cm' of nitrogen was
condensed into a beryllium-copper (Be-Cu) pres-
sure bomb of conventional design. ' Sealing of the
bomb was accomplished with an annealed Be-Cu
ring for the plug and a pipestone cone for the rf
feed-through. The nitrogen sample was pressurized
with helium gas and the pressure was measured
with a calibrated Bourdon gauge accurate to 0. 1%.
Pressure was generated with a two-stage system
consisting of a 2-kbar gas booster pump in series
with a 7-kbar intensifier. Data were taken only
when the system was perfectly leak-tight. An x-ray
diffraction study of solid nitrogen pressurized with
helium gas has shown no evidence of penetration of
the helium into the nitrogen lattice. Our NQR re-
sults likewise show no effects of lattice distortion
even though on one occasion high pressure was ap-
plied almost continuously over a period of a week.
The NQR line shapes, which would be very sensitive
to nonuniform stress, indicate that the pressure on
the solid was at all times hydrostatic to at least
one part in a thousand.

The resonance lines were detected with a conven-
tional Robinson oscillator. Small-amplitude fre-
quency modulation with lock-in amplifier detection
provided a derivative recording of the line shapes
with negligible distortion. Helmholtz coils were used
to cancel the earth's magnetic field at the sample.
For the weak signals encountered in the isotope
concentration study, many scans through the reso-
nance were accumulated from the output of the lock-
in amplifier and stored in a Fabritek 1070 digital
signal averager. For the lowest concentrations of
the isotope study the weak NQR signal was normal-
ly superimposed on comparably weak piezoelectric
resonances resulting from the noncentrosymmetric
E2,3 crystal structure of n-nitrogen. This prob-
lem was readily circumvented as follows: After
accumulating a number of normal scans, a strong
inhomogeneous magnetic field was applied to the
sample to wipe out the NQR signals and the scan
was repeated. The piezoelectric signals are un-
affected by the magnetic field and by storing these
results in separate sections of the Fabritek memory
and then subtracting, the NQR spectrum could be
extracted.

III. HAMILTONIANS AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

A. Theory

1. Intxamoleculax Interactions

For the reasons given in the Introduction, the
NQR spectra of n-nitrogen are dominated by intra-
molecular interactions. The quadrupole Hamilto-
nian for a single nucleus of spin I = 1 and nuclear
quadrupole moment eQ, subjected to an axially sym-
metric electric field gradient eq, is given by

Xo=&e qQ(3Iz —1 ).

Splittings within the NQR spectra are produced
through perturbation of the quadrupole interaction
X@ of the resonant N nuclei, by the intramolecular
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction K„, and the in-
direct spin-spin interaction fC~. These Hamilto-
nians expressed in the principal axes system of the
electric field gradient (EFG) tensor for the axially
symmetric N& molecule are

d=k ylyzf 1z [ (Ig Iz +I I ) —2I1 zlzz]

h t. &dJ ( 1+ 2-+ 1- 2+)+ d~~IlzIzz] &

(2)

(3)

where Z is along the molecular axis, rq2 is the dis-
tance between nuclei within a molecule, and J, and
J are components of the indirect spin-spin inter-
action. The other symbols have their conventional
meanings. For the two molecular species ' N-'4N
and N-"N, respectively, the full Hamiltonians
may be written in symbolic form as

X(14-14)= Xo q (14-14)+ "Koz (14-14)+ 'K~(14- 14)

+ JCJ (14-14), (4)

K(14-15)='Fog(14-15)+X~(14-15)+K~(14-15).

(5)

For the P2&3 structure the possibility exists that
'X@z 4 X@& because opposite ends of a molecule have
somewhat different nearest-neighbor configura-
tions. However, no definite experimental evidence
has been found for a difference and the two terms
are evidently equal to within a few parts in 10 .
This fact is only one of several indications for the
dominance of the intramolecular EFG. Because
of dynamic effects, Ko(14-15) & Ko(14-14). This
isotope effect will be discussed in Sec. V.

Because'K is some three orders of magnitude
larger than X~ and &~, first- order perturbation
theory is sufficient to obtain the level shifts due
to X~ and fC~. The allowed transition frequencies
and relative intensities for the two molecules are
listed in Table I for the case in which the quadru-
pole coupling constant & =e qQ/4h is negative.
Changing the sign of the coupling constant reverses
the splittings in each spectrum about the unperturbed
frequency v@ = 3 IA I. Inasmuch as the N-' N spec-
trum is asymmetric, the correct sign may be de-
duced from observation. The dipolar coupling con-
stants d&z = hy~yz/2zr&z and the spin-spin coupling
constants of the two molecular species are related
by

d(14-15)= (y&&/y, 4)d(14-14),

J(14-15)= (y,~/y, 4 )J(14-14),

where the magnetogyric ratios have the values
y«/2z= 3. 076 &&10 Hz/G and y„/2m= —4. 315 x10z
Hz/G.
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TABLE I. N NQH transition frequencies and relative
intensities for ~4N-'4N and 4N-~5N molecules. &tramo-
lecular IQagnetlc dipole-dipole and indirect spin-spin in
teractions are treated as perturbations to first order in
the parameters du =yty2K/2wrtt, J„, and Z~. Parameters
for the two molecules are related by d(14-14) =d(14-15)
&& (yt4/yt5) -=d aad Z(14-14) =J(14-15)(yt4/ytg) =-j. The
quadrupole coupling constant A =e2qQ/4' is negative.

Molecule

«N 14N

Transition frequency

3 I~(14-14) l +3d+Z, —Z„
3 tA(14-14) I -d+J, +J„
3 )A(14-14) ) -d —Jg
3 tA(14-14) ) -3d- J~+J;,

Relative
intensity

2. Intexmolee~lar Entexactions

where 'K„and "R„are the properly truncated dipolar
and radio-f requency Hamiltonians. The two-par-
ticle interaction "R& connects only product states of
the main Hamiltonian Xz that have the same un-
perturbed energy, while K,f induces only transitions
that contribute to the main line. If the quadrupole
couplings of interacting nuclei diffex appreciably,
the number of terms to be retained is reduced fur-
ther. Ana, logous to dipolar broadening in. NMR,

Intermolecular intex'actions contribute to the
width of the component lines of the spectra. Usu-
ally, in NQR, linewidths may be attributed to one
or more of three causes: (i) magnetic dipole-di-
pole broadening, (ii) crystalline defects, and (iii)
lifetime broadening. For a-nitrogen Tz is not short
enough to produce significant lifetime broadening.
At least two other mechanisms may conceivably
produce broadening in e-nitrogen. These are a
possible minor inequivalence of nuclear sites due to
the P2&3 structure, and a dynamically induced
asymmetry in the electric field gradient (EFG)
arising from anharmonicity of the lattice vibra-
tions (see Sec. IV). Additionally, it should be
mentioned that anomalies in specific heat and ther-
mal expansion of 0.'-nitrogen have led some au-
thors ' to postulate that thermally activated orjen-
tational defects occur and become appreciable above
about 24 K. The evidence for these defects is not
conclusive at this time, but if they do occur they
should affect the linewidth at higher temperatures.
An experiment that may xesolve this question i8 in
progress in our laboratory.

The second moment due to dipolar broadening is
given in terms of traces of operators by

interactions among resonant nuclei broaden the
lines more than interactions between resonant and
nonresonant nuclei. Thus, the intermolecular
second moment for the NQR of '4N in a '4N-"N
molecule placed in a pure '

N3 lattice is expected
to be less than that for a ' N- N molecule in the
same environment.

Abragam and Kambe ' have given a formula for
the second moment of dipolar broadened NQR lines
for spin-1 nuclei that experience identical axially
symmetric EFG and interact with other resonant
or nonresonant nuclei of arbitrary spin. Their
procedure must be generalized for &-nitrogen to
account for the foux distinct orientations of the
molecules. This can be done by expressing the
two-particle interactions in terms of the cubic axes
system of the crystal, calculating the necessary
matrix elements in the representation of the new
eigenvectors of X~, and appropriately truncating
the operators X„and &,f using a, complete set of
matrices for spj.n 1. This calculation has been per-
formed, but no details wi11 be given here be-
cause the derivation is exceedingly tedious and,
furthermore, it is concluded that the experimental
second moment is not set by the dipolar intex'ac-
tions. The resulting formula was used to calculate
the numerical value of the intermolecular second
moment out to nuclei in second-nearest-neighbor
molecules for the I'a3 crystal structure and a lat-
tice constant of 5. 65 A. The value thus obtained
for a powder sample is

(&v )g,t„=l. 0&&10 Hz.

Thus, one expects a linewidth on the order of 100
Hz. The result would not be significantly different
for the P2&3 structure and the considerable extra
labor required for the calculation was considered
unnecessax'y.

8. Discussion of Experimental Spectra for a
Normal isotopic Abundance Sample

Earlier NQR experiments ' on o.'-nitrogen
yielded a broad (-3 kHz) single line with only a
sbght indication of structure. Failure to resolve
the theoretically predicted intramolecular dipolar
splittings was attributed to inhomogeneous broad-
ening caused by the crystallographic disruption
occurring at the P- + phase transition. As we have
reported recently, however, weU-resolved
spectxa can be obtained if the sample is carefully
prepax'ed and annealed.

A derivative recording of the NQR spectrum in
an annealed sample of natural abundance z-nitrogen
at 4. 2K is shown in Fig. I. Two sets of lines are
observed: a strong asymmetric triplet with approx-
imate amplitude ratios 1:3:2 in order of increas-
ing fretluency and a weak doublet (greatly enhanced
in Pig. 1) at a higher fretluency. On the basis of
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I4N- '5N 0.74 %

99.26 /0

O
gl

tO

FIG. 1. NQR of N in a natural iso-
topic abundance (0.37% N) sample of
solid +-nitrogen at 4.2 K. First-deriv-
ative recordings of spectra are shown
for the two molecular species ' N- N

and N- N. Intramolecular dipolar in-
teraction produces a triplet spectrum
with intensity ratios 1;3:2 for the sym-

metricc

molecule and a doublet for the
mixed molecule. Dashed curves indicate
the overlapping components of the trip-
let. Frequency markers are in MHz.
The spectrometer gain is much higher
for the weak doublet.

relative intensity and theoretically expected struc-
ture, the triplet is assigned to the N- N mole-
cules (99.26%) and the doublet to the ' N-"N mole-
cules (0. 74%). From the sense of the asymmetry
of the triplet it follows immediately that the quad-
rupole coupling constant is negative. The nuclear
quadrupole moment eQ is known to be positive and
thus the principal value of the electric field gra-
dient eq is negative, which is in agreement with
theoretical calculations. »

Because the high-frequency half of the intensity 2

transition of the triplet appears not to overlap with
other lines, the spectrum can be unfolded self-con-
sistently (on the assumption that the halves of the
derivative lines are antisymmetric) to yield all
three components, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Data
thus obtained from an average of ten good spectra
are given in Table II. This procedure tends to ac-
cumulate error, and therefore estimated errors
increase in the order that curves are separated.
All three curves have approximately the same line-
width at half-height of about 720 Hz, as compared
to a total width of the spectrum of about 3 kHz.
Second moments computed for the lines of intensity
2 and 3 agree within experimental error. The ex-
perimental second moments, however, are an or-
der of magnitude greater than the calculated inter-
molecular dipolar contribution. It seems most
probable that the excess broadening arises from
residual crystalline strains after the annealing pro-
cedure. The experimental line shape is intermedi-
ate between Gaussian and Lorentzian, but some-
what closer to the former. One other possible
broadening mechanism previously mentioned is a
dynamically induced asymmetry in the EFG. An up-
per limit on the dynamic asymmetry parameter can
be set on the basis that the splitting 4v= 3 vg that
would result is unresolved. This means that ~ v

must be less than roughly the half width of the reso-

TABLE II. Data for the three components in the
N- N NQR spectrum at T =4.2 K, obtained from an

average of 10 well-resolved spectra.

Relative
amplitude

12.9+ 0.2
20. 1+0.4
6.3+0.3

Center
frequency

(Hz)

3488 940+ 10
3487 320 + 10
3486 510+20

Linewidth at
half-height

(Hz)

720 + 20
740+30
680+ 40

Second
moment
(105 Hz')

1.24 + 0. 12
1.60+0.24

nance line, which leads to the inequality p(4. 2 K)
—1.6~10 4.

The small signal-to-noise ratio for the ' N-' N

resonance precludes detailed analysis. The two
component curves do not appear to overlap signifi-
cantly. The center frequency is determined to have
the value v= 3495. 62+0. 1 kHz and the doublet split-
ting is 1200+40 Hz. The peak-to-peak separation
in the derivative of each line is only about 60% of
the value for the ' N-' N lines. A reduction in the
second moment is expected from the dipolar con-
tribution because the host ' N-' N molecules are
nonresonant with the ' N-" N. However, it was
not possible to check this quantitatively. Although
isotopically enriched samples were studied that
gave good signal-to-noise ratios for the ' N- "N
molecules, the lines in this case are broadened
markedly for additional reasons to be discussed in
Sec. V.

A thorough study of the temperature dependence
of linewidths in a well-annealed sample has not been
made, but recordings of partially annealed samples
show that considerable broadening and loss of reso-
lution occur starting above about 15 K and increase
with increasing temperature. This broadening is
reproducible at any given temperature when the
temperature is cycled; thus, it seems to be a ther-
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mal effect.
Although the indirect spin-spin interaction has

been included in the Hamiltonians of Eqs. (4) and

(5), it is expected to be much weaker than the di-
polar perturbation. The static value of the dipolar
coupling constant do may be calculated from the
known magnetic moment and the nuclear separation
r»= 1.100+0. 005 A, as determined by spectros-
copy. One obtains

do (14-14)= 471 + 6 Hz.

The value of the 8 coupling is not known, but all in-
dications are that the coupling is very small.
Thus, to an excellent approximation we may ignore
J and analyze the spectra as pure dipolar split-
tings. The splitting between the two outer lines
[labeled in Fig. 1 according to intensity as (1) and

(2)] of the ' N-'4N spectrum is given by 6(14-14)
= 6d {14-14)=2430 k 30 Hz, from which it follows
that the value of the dipole coupling is

d (14-14)= 405 + 5 Hz.

This value is significantly less than the static cou-
pling do, to which it bears the ratio f~(4. 2 K)= 0. 66
+0.02. %e shall show later that this reduction is
accurately explained as an averaging of the dipolar
interaction by molecular librations. %ithin exper-
imental error the same averaging factor is ob-
tained for the doublet spectrum of the ' N- N mole-
cule s.

The unperturbed resonance frequency vo(14-14)
= 3~A

~

is given by

vo(14-14)= v(2) —3d= 346V. 73+0. 03 kHz,

where v{2) is the frequency of the high-frequency
line of intensity 2. This is the best experimental
value of the NQR frequency at 4. 2 K. Previously
reported pulse NQR experiments and continuous
wave (cw) experiments with Zeeman modulation
measured the position of maximum amplitude of
the total absorption curve, and as expected the val-
ue of the resonance frequency obtained, v+ = 348'7. 3
+0. 1 kHz, corresponds almost exactly to the center
of line (3).

We have also attempted to include 4, and J„in
analysis of the splittings and to deduce values for
these parameters. The details mill not be given
because the calculation is involved and the results,
as expected, are not very reliable. The value of
d is unchanged, and for the J-coupling parameter
J=

& (2J,+J„)we obtain J'(14-14)= —46+ 39 Hz and
J (15-15)= —90+ V6 Hz. The range of error makes
the numerical value almost meaningless, but the
preference for a negative sign may be significant.
We axe presently using spin-echo techniques, which
are not affected by inhomogeneity broadening, in an
effort to improve on t ese data.

IV. TEMPERATURE AND VOLUME DEPENDENCE
OF RESONANCE FREQUENCIES

A. Theoretical Background

The temperature dependence of nuclear quadru-
pole resonance frequencies, either under the con-
dition of constant pressure or constant volume, is
caused by thermal excitation of lattice vibrations.
The maximum principal component of the EFG
tensor and the asymmetry parameter expressed as
appx opliate ther mal avex'ages ax'e given by

e~(7')= «iz&,
&(1")= (&i'xx& —&~rr&)/&~ms& (6)

A general theory for the temperature dependence of
the EFG tensor, allowing fox' an anharmonic poten. -
tial and including dispersion in the vibration spec-
trum, has not yet been developed. Fortunately,
the co pie ty of the p oble 's ed ced by the
fact that not all vibrations contribute significantly
to the temperature dependence in actual cases stud-
ied. In molecular solids, for example, where
the EFG is chiefly of intramolecular origin, the
most effective vibrations in averaging ax'e usually
the librations. In the simplest theoretical model
it is assumed that the potential is harmonic and that
the molecule librates as a rigid body. The effect of
a single libration on the nuclear quadrupole coupling
constant was first treated in this manner by Bayer
and the theory was later generalized by Kushida
to include all normal modes.

For a linear molecule such as N2, executing rapid
rigid-body harmonic librations, the averaging of the
intramolecular EFG is given by

q{V')=q'(- 2+ ~ (cos28„&&cos~8„&), (9)

&(7')= [3~'/24'(7')]
I
(&co"8.&- &«s'8, )) I

. (»)
Here, t9„and 6}, are angular amplitudes about the x
and y axes and q' is the principal component of EFG
averaged over all vibrations of the molecule other
than the librations. The static asymmetry param-
eter of a, lineax' molecule is zero, but the dynamic
asymmetry parameter is not if the motion is aniso-
tropic. Usually it is assumed that the angula, r
amplitudes are small and the cosine functions in
Eqs. (9) and (10) are expanded. For n-nitrogen it
is necessary to retain terms to the sixth order in
angle and we obtain

9(7') =- W'[1 —' (&8*'&+ &8'.&)+ '(&8'&+ (8', ))+ k &8 ) &8', )

—k ((8 )+ (8 ))- 2((8 )(8 )+ (8 )(8 ))], (11)

n(~)= [~'/9(T)]l[- -'((8'. ) —&8l&) -'(&8'. &
—&8', ))

——,', ((8'.)-(8',))) I
. {12)

In the harmonic approximation, the angular ampli-
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(8'„)= (8', ) =-(8'-"), m = 1, 2, . . . . (14)

Consequently, for n-nitrogen, the dynamic asym-
metry parameter is zero and Eq. (11) reduces to

0(7') = e'(I —3 &8')+ &8')+ -'&8'&'- T'5 (8') —&8'&&8'&)

tudes 8& may be expanded in terms of the normal
coordinates Q„and averages of 0& are given by

(8; ) = ~ ~ .' ' ' &; &Q. "9 &, (13)
fl ~ ~ ~ $

where C&& are expansion coefficients. Averages of
the normal coordinates may be calculated using
quantum statistical mechanics and then related to
(8; ) via Eq. (13) and the symmetry properties of
the crystal lattice. For the Pa3 structure it may
be shown that 0 =Qof (21)

where f' measures the averaging by other motions
and qo is the static-field gradient. Then we have

&(7') = fo&o,

where

(22)

this way will not be the true temperature depen-
dence and one must be wary of giving it physical
meaning, as has sometimes been done in the litera-
ture, because erroneous conclusions may be
reached.

Additional factors must, in general, be included
in the theory of real solids. As noted, q' in Eq.
(9) includes the effect of all the vibrations other
than the librations. We may write

e'f i(T)-, fa=f'f~ . (23)

&
8'

&
= 3 &8')', (17)

(16)

Using Eqs. (17) and (16), the librational averaging
factor simplifies to

fl(7')= ll —3&8')+-'. (8'&'- 5&8'&']. (10)

The quadrupole resonance frequency is given by

vo= vofi(7) ~ (20)

where for spin-1 nuclei vo= 3e'Qq'/4k. It may also
be shown that the intramolecular magnetic dipole-
dipole interaction should be averaged by the libra-
tions to the same extent as is vo,. i. e. , d(T)
= dof~(T).

In the quasiharmonic approximation one attempts
to account for the actual anharmonic potential, in-
cluding effects of thermal expansion, within the
framework of the harmonic theory by allowing the
v, in Eq. (16) to be functions of temperature. Two
approaches are possible in analyzing NQR data. If
through independent spectroscopic measurements
the true temperature dependences of the v, are
known, these may be used directly and theory
compared with experiment. Agreement is not ex-
pected to be perfect because the harmonic equations
do not describe the eigenstates of the real solid.
Alternatively, one may fit Eq. (20) to experimental
NQR data using the v& as adjustable parameters.
The temperature dependence of the v& obtained in

where f, (T) is the librational averaging factor. The
mean-square amplitude of a harmonic oscillator is
related to temperature by the expression

(8-') = (k/6 v'nI) Z& (g, /v, ) coth (k v, /2k T), (16)

where n is the number of librational degrees of
freedom of the basis, g; is the degeneracy of the
normal-mode frequency v&, and I is the moment of
inertia of the molecule. Similarly, we have

It must be recognized that qo and even the moment
of inertia I appearing in Eq. (16) are potentially
functions of volume and thus may change during
constant pressure experiments. This problem has
been discussed phenomenologically by Kushida,
Benedek, and Bloembergen, and by Gutowsky and
Williams, who show that the effects may be sep-
arated by a detailed temperature and volume study.

In all cases that have been reported to date the
equation of state of the material is inadequately
known for detailed and accurate analysis. Fortunate-
ly, solid a-nitrogen, because of the simplicity and
convenient properties of the molecule and crystal
structure, is free of much of the bothersome com-
plexity encountered in other solids. Furthermore,
complete thermodynamic and spectroscopic data on
nitrogen are now available, permitting for the first
time an extensive study of the NQR data.

B. Experimental Results and Discussion

1. Resonance I'requency

The pressure dependence of the resonance fre-
quency of ' N in ' N-' N molecules in a natural
abundance sample of e-nitrogen is shown in Fig. 2
for seven temperatures. The termination of each
curve is set by fusion of the fluid helium pressure
transmitting medium at that temperature. The ex-
perimental method is described in Sec. II.

The pressure dependence of the resonance fre-
quency v+ is a remarkably strong function of tem-
perature near the phase transition. Initial slopes
(evo/SP)o are shown vs temperature in Fig. 3. At
35 K, the highest temperature for which data were
taken, a pressure change of only 1 bar shifts vz by
300 Hz (almost the Iinewidth)!. This fact is striking
evidence for a dynamic instability critically depen-
dent upon volume.

The dashed curve in Fig. 2 indicates the pressure
required at each temperature to compress the sam-
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FIG. 2. NQH frequency v~ of N in N- 4N molecules
in a natural isotopic abundance sample of 0,'-nitrogen as
a function of hydrostatic pressure at seven fixed temper-
atures. The intersection of the dashed curve with the
solid curves marks the resonance frequency at constant
volume V{0), the volume at T =0 K and P =0. For clarity,
the scale on the left-hand side is offset from P=0.

pie to its initial volume at 4. 2K (essentially 0 K).
The intersections of this curve with the isotherms
give the resonance frequency as a function of tem-
perature at constant volume. The dashed curve was

calculated from thermal expansion and compress-
ibility data. '~ Except near the phase transition, the
pressure required to maintain constant volume is so
low that the pressure dependence of the compressi-
bility may be ignored and the required pressure cal-
culated from the relation

(24)

where y is the initial compressibility and 4V is the
volume thermal expansion. Recently, at our sug-
gestion, Anderson and Swenson measured V/Ve
vs I' for o.-nitrogen at several temperatures and
fit their data with the Murnaghan equation of state.
These data have been used to refine the constant
volume curve to include the variation of compressi-
bility with pressure.

The normalized temperature dependence of the
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of
the reduced NQH, frequency vg(T)/vg(0)
of N in N- N molecules in a natural
isotopic abundance sample of 0'-nitrogen.
The solid circles are experimental data
at zero pressure. Open circles repre-
sent experimental results at constant
volume V(0), the equilibrium volume at
zero temperature and pressure. The
dashed curve is a theoretical tempera-
ture dependence at constant volume
V(0) calculated by assuming harmonic
librations at frequencies given in Ref. 7.
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TABLE III. Libration frequencies at the zone center
in units of cm measured by Raman spectxoscopy. The
numbers in parentheses are the linevridths at half-height.
The temperature for the measurement is indicated in
parentheses beside the author identification.

31.5(1.4)
35.8(1.4)

aaeference 5.
Reference 6.
Reference 7.

33.5(1.6)
37.5(1.6)

ASD'(18 K)

(1.5)
36.5(1.5)
60 (4)

resonance frequency [vo(T)/vo(0)= fo] at constant
zero px'essure and at constant volume are shown in
Fig. 4. It is seen that correcting for thermal ex-
pansion makes relatively little difference in the
strong temperature vaxiation, which must there-
fore be attributed to thermal excitations. We now
turn to a review of what is known about lattice dy-
namics of a-ni. trogen.

2 Lattice Dynamics of n ¹itrogen-
Because the EFG is almost completely intramo-

lecular in origin, the NQR temperature dependence
is strongly dominated by the librations. The open
structure of 0.-nitrogen and the molecular rigidity
preclude significant dynamic distortion of the mole-
cules. For this reason, translations, even though
they are of low energy and readily excited, can di-
rectly affect only the intermolecular EFG. The
stretching mode does directly modify the intra-
molecular EFG, and this has a small effect on the
ground-state averaging factor. However, the ef-
fect of the stretching mode on the temperature
dependence of v@ is negligible because the stretch-
ing frequency is so tugh (2329 cm ' or 3348 K) that
the molecules are not significantly excited out of
the ground state for temperatures in the e-phase.

A group-theoretical analysis' of the lattice vi-
bration problem predicts that the eight zone-center
librations of the I'a3 structure are distributed
among bvo triply degenerate T, modes and one
doubly degenerate E» mode. For the correct F2~3
structure these degeneracies are not modified but
mixing with translational modes is allowed. There
is no evidence, however, from infrared and Raman
spectra that such mixing occurs, and it is evidently
very weak and of no consequence for our discussion
of the NQR data. Four independent Raman spec-
troscopy experiments ' have recently been con-
ducted from which the libration frequencies at the
zone center (k = 0) were obtained. Published data
are summarized in Table III. Only two Raman
frequencies were observed by arith, Ron, and
Schnepp5 (BRS), and by Cahill and Leroi6 (CL); it
was postulated by these authors that the E» and one

~of the T» modes are accidentally degenerate. This
hypothesis was supported by intensity measure-
ments and a theoretical calculation"'" of the fre-
quencies using an atom-atom potential with three
adjustable parameters. Anderson, Sun, and Don-
kersloot (ASD) find, in addition to the two low-fre-
quency lines, a third hne at 60 cm which they as-
sign to the missing T» vibration. A theoretical cal-
culation of frequencies and intensity ratios using the
molecular quadrupole-quadrupole orientational po-
tential with the quadrupole moment as an adjustable
parameter yields excellent agreement with the ASD
experimental results. Although it is possible that
the weak line at 60 cm ' is an overtone of the strong
line at 32 cm ', the assignment as a fundamental
yields a frequency set that is more consistent with
patterns of relative frequencies and intensities that
are observed in other molecular crystals (CO, and
N20) of the same symmetry and type of orientation-
al interactions. The high-frequency line has also
been observed by Mathai and Allin.

The Raman spectra have been observed at sev-
eral temperatures at zero pressure. All the lines
broaden substantially with incx'easing temperature
and the frequency of the most intense line at 32 cm
is found to decrease above about 20 K and to soften
markedly near T &. Unfortunately, for the other
lines a low intensity compounded by broadening
prevented measurement of the temperature depen-
dence of the frequency. %e therefore make the
simple assumption that all the hnes are tempera-
ture dependent in proportion to their frequency,
that is,

&n(&)/&n(T')= &~~(0)/~n(0) .
This scaling condition is found to be approximately
true for the lattice frequencies of carbon dioxide
which has the Pa3 crystal structure. The exact
behavior is not critical for our argument.

Having a, complete set of Raman frequencies we
ean calculate the librational averaging factor from
Eqs. (16) and (19). It is important to note that the
libration energies are low (32 cm ' = 48 K) and ap-
preciable excitation must occur in the n-phase. A
simple calculation shows that excitation becomes
significant above about 20 K, and that near T,z
more than one-quarter of the moleeules are in ex-
cited states. Anomalous behavior in specific heat,
thermal expansion, and compressibility that have
been observed above 20 K are to be ascribed to
thermal excitation of librations, and the n-P phase
transformation undoubtedly results from instability
of the structure against increasing reorientations.

3. Nuclear Quadrupole Coupling Constant in
the Absence of Librations

The NQR frequency at 4. 2 K is 3.48V V3 + 0. 000 03
MHz. The internuclear sepa, x'ation r» within a.
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TABLE fV. Librational averaging factor f&(4.2 K) calculated for each set of published Baman frequencies. The
corresponding resonance frequency vp' = v~(4. 2 K)/f)(4. 2 K) and coupling constant (e qQ/k)p = 4pp'/3 are listed for N- N
molecules in the absence of librations. An error of l. 5 cm is allured for each libration frequency in the calculations.

Reference

BBS
gLb
ASD'

Reference 5.

Libration
frequencies

(cm ~)

(31.5, 31.5, 35. 8)
(33.5, 33.5, 37.5)
(33, 35.5, SO)

fg(4. 2 K)

0. 836+ 0.004
0. 844~ 0. 004
0. 866+ 0.004

Reference 6.

4. 17+0.02
4. 13+ 0. 02
4. 03+0.02

(e'qq/h), (MHz)

5. 56+ 0.03
5.50+ 0.03
5.37+ 0.03

Reference 7.

molecule is taken to be 1.100+0.005 A, yielding a
range in moment of inertia of 1.405» I» 1.430
&10 g cm . The librational averaging factor
f, (4. 2 K) calculated for each set of published Raman
frequencies is given in Table IV together with the
corresponding resonance frequency vo= vo(T)/f, (T)
and coupling constant (e'qQ/h)0=3-vo in the absence
of librations. Because the stretching frequency is
virtually unchanged from solid to gas, this value of
the coupling constant should be close to that for the
free molecule, which has not yet been measured.

4 ~ Aoerag&lg of tile Intramoleoufar Dipo)ar
8Plitting

The librational averaging factor just computed is
identical, within experimental error, with the
averaging factor f~ found independently from the di-
polar splitting of the spectrum. ' This result shows
that librations are the operating mechanism in the
dipolar averaging at 4. 2 K. Furthermore, the
agreement provides a test of the assumption of
rigid-body harmonic librations that has been made
for the calculation f,. It is important to note that
the averaging of the dipolar interaction and of the
quadrupole coupling constant are physically rather
different processes and need not be given by the
same factor. %'hereas the dipolar interaction is
between two point nuclei embedded deeply within
the molecule, the quadrupole interaction involves
the entire charge cloud of the molecule and is much
more susceptible to perturbation in the solid. Fur-
thermore, the time scales involved for averaging
differ by three orders of magnitude. Spin-echo work
currently in progress in our laboratory shows that
the two averaging factors are identical to within
0. 2% at all temperatures. '

5. Analysis of the TemPerature BePendence of the
Resonance Ezequency

It is informative first to compare the tempera-
ture dependence of v@ at constant volume with the
theoretical curve obtained using the values of the
libration frequencies measured at low tempera-
ture. If the Raman frequencies were functions only
of volume then these two curves should agree rea-

sonably well. The comparison is made in Fig. 4.
The experimental constant volume temperature de-
pendence is substantially stronger than the theoret-
ical variation. The explanation of this discrepancy
is that the harmonic model on which Eqs. (16) and

(19) are based is inadequate at higher temperatures
for e-nitrogen. The libration frequencies evident-
ly have an intrinsic temperature dependence that
is due to anharmonicity of the orientational poten-
tial (which may itself be a function of the number
of excitations). Quasiharmonic theory, in fact, is
much more successful in explaining experiment.
In Fig. 5 we compare the experimental tempera-
ture dependence of v@ at constant pressure with
theoretical curves obtained using the experimental-
ly observed Raman frequencies. The temperature
dependence of the libration frequencies is estimated
from the CL and BRS measurements at several
temperatures of the lowest frequency, assuming
that the ratios of the three frequencies remain at
their low-temperature values. Three theoretical
curves are shown; one each for the CL and BRS
frequencies (assuming an accidental degeneracy)
and the third for the ASD frequencies but with the
BRS temperature dependence. It is evident that in
all cases the agreement is fairly good and much
better than for the constant volume harmonic theory.

Comparison of the experimental curve in Fig. 5

with the theoretical curves shows that the CL fre-
quencie. ".. give best over-all agreement. The BRS
frequencies overestimate the temperature depen-
dence of vz even at low temperature, which implies
that on the whole the frequencies are too low. The
ASD or MA assignment underestimates the temper-
ature dependence of v&, although lowering the val-
ues of the libration frequencies to 30, 34, and 56
cm is sufficient to obtain agreement below 20 K.
Some underestimation of the temperature depen-
dence, especially at higher temperatures, may be
expected because other modes that are being ignored
may make small contributions to the experimental
averaging, although we have argued that this should
not be much ln nitrogen.

The primary conclusion to be drawn from Fig. 5

is that the quasiharmonic theory is rather success-
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S FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of
the reduced NQB frequency v~(T)/v~(0)
of N in N- 4N molecules in a natu-
ral iso topic abundance sample of A-
nitrogen at zero applied pressure.
Experimental data, shown by solid cir-
cles, are compared with theoretical
calculations of motional averaging pro-
duced by thermal excitation of anhar-
monic molecular librations. The tem-
perature variation is calculated for each
of three sets of published Baman fre-
quencies: ASD (Bef. 7), CL (Bef. 6),
and BBS (Bef. 5). For clarity, the the-
oretical curves are not shown in regions
where they merge with the experimental
curves.

ful in explaining the strong tempeI"ature dependence
of v@. No adjustable parameters have been used in
the theory and there is no fitting except to obtain v@

at 4. 2 K. It may be surmised, therefore, that
neglected effects such as dispersion are indeed
small in e-nitrogen. This conclusion is in agree-
ment with the theoretical work of Schnepp and Ron'
who have calculated dispersion curves for a-nitro-
gen and find relatively little dispersion in the libra-
tional branches.

6. Volume DePendence of NQR Frequency

volume dependence of v@. In the harmonic approx-
imation, the libration frequencies are related to
the angular force constants G;~ through the secular
equation

3.50— I

Since the equation of state of o-nitrogen is now

known in considerable detail except in the close
vicinity of the phase transition, the volume depen-
dence of the quadrupole coupling constant may be
deduced from the pressure data of Fig. 2. %e
have used data on thermal expansion and compress-
ibility obtained in our laboratories ' together with
the PVT work by Anderson and Swenson~ to calcu-
late the results in Fig. 6. The quadrupole coupling
constant is found to be practically a linear function
of volume over the volume range for which mea-
surements were made at the lower temperatures,
but cul vature ls lncI'easlngly evident at hlgheI'

pressures and temperatures near the phase trans-
formation. The volume dependence is a strong
function of temperature and a curve of the deriva-
tives (&ve/S V)r vs 7 has an appearance very sim-
ilar to that for the pressure derivatives shown in
Fig. 3.
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7. Volume DePendence of the Libration Frequencies

Because the averaging of the EFG by the hbra-
tions gives a good description of the temperature
dependence of vz it is possible to obtain informa-
tion about the volume dependence of v, from the

FIG, 6. Volume dependence of the NQB frequency v~
of ~4N in ~4N- 4N molecules in natural isotopic abundance
&-nitrogen at seven fixed temperatures. Frequency
scale for the 35.07-K isotherm is on the right-hand side
of the graph; all other curves refer to the scale on the
left-hand side.
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TABLE V. ~4N NQB frequencies for ~4N-~4N and ~4N-"5N

molecules and their difference (4v))~g~~ at T=4.2 K in
five isotopic mixtures.

0. 37
10.0
33, 0
46. 8
99.0

3495.6,+ 0. 1
3495.9 +0.1
3496.4 + 0. 1
3496.4 +0. 1
3498.3 +0, 1

3487. 73+ 0, 10
3488. 0 +0.15
3488. 5 +0.15
3488.4 +0.15
3490.3 + 0. 15

7.9+0.20
7.9+0.25
7.9 +0.25
8.0+0.25
8.0+0.25

where I is the moment of inertia of the molecule.
We can expand v, (V) in a Taylor series about the
initial volume Vo=co and obtain to first order

&~(V) = &e- &~0&(&io)(1 V/—Vo)

1 ao d(Iv, a)

6 Ev)0 dQ

For the molecular quadrupole-quadrupole orienta-
tional potential, all the angular foxce constants are
proportional to Q„ /a, where a is the lattice con-
stant and Q„ is the molecular quadrupole moment.
Therefore, as long as Q„ is not a function of vol-
ume, at a given volume V the ratio v, (V)/v, (Vo)
is the same for all the libration frequencies and the
coefficient b(v, q) has the value -~. These results
allow a test of the degree to which the molecular
quadrupole-quadrupole potential model with con-
stant Q„describes librations in o,'-nitrogen.

At temperatures below about 20 K where the num-
ber of excitations is small, the libration frequen-
ries v, o are practically temperatux'e independent,
anhalmonlc effects are not so important, and equa-

tions derived in the harmonic approximation are
reasonably valid. Curves of v, (V) were generated
point by point from the volume dependence of vz at
the fixed temperatures 13.96, IV. 89, and 20. 4 K
as shown in Fig. 6, by using Eqs. (16), (19), and
(20). For these calculations we explored all of the
sets of frequencies listed in Table III as well as
frequencies that were slightly adjusted to precisely
fit Eq. (20) to the experimental vz(T) curve below
20 K. In every case linear relations of the form
of Eq. (2V) were obtained. The magnitudes of the
slopes b(v, o) obtained for these various cases lie
in the range 1.0~ Ib (vz) I —1.6 (probable error in-
cluded). Since these values are larger than ~~ we
conclude that the molecular quadrupole-quadrupole
potential with constant Q~ is not a sufficient approx-
imation to the orientational intermolecular potential
in &-nitrogen. In order to account for the volume
dependence of the libration frequencies, the orien-
tational potential must be more strongly dependent
on volume. This could arise from terms containing
higher powers of intermolecular separation, such
as a Lennard-Jones potential, or from a dependence
of Q& on volume. If the effective Q„ in the solid is
subject to dynamic corrections, then a dependence
on volume is implied. It has been suggested that
an averaging of the effective molecular quadrupole
moment may explain the observed decrease in the
lnfx'ax'ed intensity ln ~-nitrogen.

V. NQR OF "N IN ISOTOPIC MIXTURES WITH ~EN

The resonance frequency of 4N has been mea-
sured at 4. 2 K for N-' N and '4N- N molecules
in five isotopic mixtures ranging in concentration
from 0. 37 to 99%"¹These data are given in Ta-
ble V. Three lsotoplc mass effects are found.
There is first and foremost a difference between
the resonance frequencies of the tyro moleculax
species that we shall call the isotope splitting. The

(i

FIG. 7. NQB of ~4N at 4.2 K in a
sample of 0-'-nitrogen isotopically en-
riched to 33% ¹ A first-derivative
recording of the spectra is shown from
a single svreep. The resonance fre-
quency of the mixed molecule is at the
higher frequency. Frequency markers
are in MHz.
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splitting is approximately 8 kHz and is independent
of concentration within experimental error. Sec-
ondly, the resonance frequency of each molecule is
a function of concentration and in both cases in-
creases by almost 3 kHz as the proportion of 'N
is increased from 0. 37% to 99%%uo. We shall call this
second effect the isotope shift. The shift seems to
be approximately a linear function of concentration
for the limited number of concentrations studied,
although the data on the 46. 8/0 sample deviate from
linearity by more than the estimated error. Both
these effects were previously observed by Haigh
and Scott, ~ but at the time insufficient informa-
tion was available about solid nitrogen for detailed
calculations. The new data presented here are
much more precise as well as extensive. As we
shall show, the effects provide a sensitive probe of
molecular dynamics in lattices with mass defects.

A derivative recording of the spectra of both
molecules in the 33% N sample is shown in Fig. 7.
A third isotopic effect may be noted on this record-
ing, but it is not unrelated to the shift. Although
the sample from which this spectrum was obtained
had been carefully annealed, it is readily seen that
the resolution is not nearly as good as in Fig. 1.
This broadening of the lines was characteristic of
all the mixtures between the nearly pure extremes.
Clearly it is a consequence of the statistical ran-
domness of the environment of a given type of mole-
cule that must prod~see a dynamic disorder and local
inhomogeneity in the average EFG that cannot be
removed by annealing.

A. Isotope Shift

The isotope shift may be interpreted simply as
a volume effect. The lattice constants of pure N2

and pure "N~ have been measured at 20 K and are
found to be 5. 660+ 0. 002 and 5. 646+ 0. 002 A, re-
spectively. " Because relatively little thermal ex-
pansion'7 occurs below 20 K, any difference in ex-
pansion of the two isotopes should not change the
difference in lattice constants significantly from
what it is at 20 K. Thus we may take ha(4. 2K)
=1.4~0. 4&10' A. A '~N-' N molecule placed in
a pure 'N3 lattice is, in effect, compressed by its
environment. We have seen from pressure data in
Fig. 2 that compression increases the resonance
frequency, which is the sense of the isotope shift.
Since the isothermal compressibility of &-nitrogen
is known at 4. 2 K Q = 4. 65 &&10 ' atm ~) we may
readily compute the pressure that mould be required
to compress pure N~ to the volume of pure '

N2;
from Eq. (24) it is

P= —3ha/a~=1. 60+46 atm.

From Fig. 3, (& vo/&P)~ z K = 33 a 3 Hz/atm, and
from this we arrive at a shift of 5. 3 +1.7 kHz. This
number is twice the observed isotope shift of 2. 6

+ 0. 25 kHz for ' N-' N in 99% "N~. That the cal-
culation should overestimate the isotope shift is to
be expected because the dynamically larger 4N-' N
molecule surely reacts by locally expanding the sur-
rounding '

N~ lattice. Local volume defects as-
sociated with mass defects have been considered by
several authors, especially in connection with iso-
topic mixtures of solid helium. ' ' In general, it
is concluded that the local volume defect 5V/V is
proportional to —5M/M (or some function of this
parameter), where M+ 5M is the mass of the
isotopic defect. Thus, 5V is positive if the mass
is reduced and negative around a larger mass.
This reasoning also explains why the isotope shift
is the same for the ' N-' N and the N- N mole-
cule in going from a host lattice of pure N, to
pure "N„since the net change in mass with re-
spect to the host is the same in both cases. In
pure ' N, the ' N-'5N molecule permits the lattice
to contract locally, whereas in pure "N, it ex-
pands the lattice locally.

From a more definitive viewpoint, the isotope
shift must be considered in terms of the vibrations
of the defect molecules in the disordered lattice.
A calculation of the absolute libration frequencies
of the molecules in the mixtures to the precision
required here would appear practically impossible.
As an indication of the sensitivity of the NQR ex-
periment it may be noted that the change in libra-
tion frequencies required by Eq. (20) to produce a
shift of 2. 6 kHz in the resonance frequency is only
0. 5%. However, it may be practical to develop a
theory that would give reliable differences between
frequencies mithout comparable precision in their
magnitudes.

B. Isotope Splitting

The simplest of the solids studied is the natural
abundance sample because it contains practically
no N- N molecules and the few N- N mole-
cules are surrounded by mostly ' N- N molecules
as neighbors. Homever, even this case presents
a difficult theoretical problem. The ' N- ~N mole-
cule is not a member of the basis and must be
treated as a defect in the lattice with two libration-
al frequencies. These must be computed in order
to obtain the averaging factor in Eq. (20). To do
this requires knowing the potential, or the force
constants, experienced by the defect. This prob-
lem is, of course, related to the defect volumes
discussed in connection with the shift. We have
not attempted to solve this problem, but it is ob-
viously an interesting one worthy of consideration.
There have been numerous general theoretical pa-
pers concerned with vibrations of isotopic mass
defects in otherwise perfect lattices. In nitrogen
we have an almost unique case where experimen-
tal data are available and where a meaningful com-
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TABLE VI. The isotope splitting v(14-15)-v~(14-14)
at 4. 2 K. Theoretical values are calculated as the differ-
ence in resonance frequencies for a pure solid of N- N

molecules and a pure solid of 4N- 4N molecules, con-
sidering molecular librations only and assuming that the
molecules experience identical force constants. Three
theoretical values are based on published Raman frequen-
cies for i4N-~4N molecules as referenced. Experimental
value is the difference between v~(14-15) in a 46. 8%%uo

~SN

sample and v~(14-14) in a natural abundance sample.

Theory

10.56+ 0.3' (kHz)
9.92+0.3"
8. 58+ 0.3

Experiment

8.7+0.2 (kHz)

~Reference 5. Reference 6. Reference 7,

parison might be made with a specific theory.
The simplest procedure, theoretically, is to

compare two perfect solids, one pure ' N- N and
the other pure ' N- 'N. Vfe shall do so assuming
that the force constants are the same. The known
solutions for the pure N- N lattice are then sim-
ply mass adjusted, i. e. , the moment of inertia is
changed and the libration frequencies for the two
lattices are related by

va(14-14)/v2(14-15)= (f1 415) I/(14-14) =I .
(26)

The contribution of the stretching vibration to vo

will be different for the two kinds of molecules.
The quadrupole coupling constants have not been
measured for the free nitrogen molecules, but on
the basis of experimental data on other isotopic
molecules ' and the predictions of two rather
crude theoretical models4 '" we expect vo(14-14)

& vo(14-15) in opposition to the solid-state isotope
effect from the librations. Furthermore, the con-
tribution of the stretching mode averaging to the
isotope splitting is estimated to be not greater than
a few hundred Hz, which is small enough to be
neglected here. The isotope splitting is then, to a
good approximation, given by

hvo = vo[f, (14-15)—f, (14-14)i,

where the two averaging factors are obtained from
Eqs. (28), (19), and (16). Strictly speaking, this
model applies to the ordered ' N-"N lattice. In
the disordered lattice that occurs naturally the li-
bration frequencies would be spread into a narrow
band. However, because the changes are small it
is very likely that physical consequences of this dis-
tinction may be ignored.

%e may safely assume that the natural abundance
sample is sufficiently pure that the data obtained for
the ' N- N molecule are indistinguishable from an
ideal sample; but we have no data on a pure N-' N
sample and therefore cannot make an exact compar-
ison between experiment and this theoretical model.
However, it is reasonable to assume that the reso-
nance frequency vo(14-15) in a pure sample is in
first order the same as the resonance frequency in
a 50-50 isotopically randomly mixed sample. In the
mixed sample exact translational symmetry is lost
and also the libration frequencies will be spread
over a certain range determined by the statistical
probability of all neighboring environments in the
lattice. Correspondingly, the NQR line is broad-
ened (as observed in Fig. 7). However, the center
of gravity of the resonance line shouM be approxi-
mately the same in the two samples because the
shifts are small (first order) and the average mass

l2—
N

!

IO—

CP~8- t
I-

Q 6
Cf.l

UJ
0o4—
I-0
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence
of the isotope splitting v@(14-15)
—vg(14-14). Experimental points
with error bars are shown for two
isotopic mixtures having 33.0 and
46. 8' ¹ The three curves are
theoretical calculations of the dif-
ference between the resonance
frequency v~(14-15) in a solid con-
sisting only of 4N- 5N molecules and
v@(14-14) in a solid consisting only
of ~4N- N molecules, assuming iden-
tical force constants and including
only the contribution of molecular
librations to the motional averaging.
The separate curves were calculated
using published sets of Raman fre-
quencies: BRS (Ref. 5), CL (Ref. 6),
and ASD (Ref. 7).
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of the system is the same. Thus, we may meaning-
fully compare the mass-shifted theoretical model
with the experimental difference between vo (14-15)
in the 46.8% "N sample and vo(14-14) in the natural
abundance sample. This comparison is made at
4. 2 K in Table VI for the three sets of librational
frequencies. Agreement is excellent for the ASD
assignment, whereas the CL and BRS frequencies
predict a substantially larger splitting. W'e believe
that this is evidence for the correctness of the ASD
assignment, although because of approximations in
the theory it cannot be regarded as conclusive.

Absolute measurements of resonance frequencies
and temperatures above 4. 2 K are not sufficiently
precise to deduce the difference between vc(14-15)
in the 46. 8% "N sample and vo(14-14) in the natural
abundance sample with quite the accuracy that is
possible at 4. 2K. It is easier experimentally to
measure the temperature dependence of the isotope
splitting in a given sample. This has been done for
the 33 and 46. 8% concentrations. These data are
shown in Fig. 8. Within experimental error there
is no difference between the two mixtures. Signal
strength was not adequate to follow the temperature
dependence of the low abundance molecule in the
other concentrations.

The theoretical temperature dependence of the
splitting between two pure solids as calculated from

Eq. (30) is also shown in Fig. 8 for each set of li-
bration frequencies. The theoretical curves match
the general shape of the experimental curve very
well. At high temperatures all the curves merge;
furthermore the splitting approaches zero asymptot-
ically. Thus, whereas the splitting is quite sensi-
tive to the libration frequence assignment in the
ground state, it is not at high temperatures. Math-
ematically, the merging of the theoretical curves
at high temperature is due to the increasing domi-
nance of a frequency independent term that appears
in Eq. (30) after expansion of the functions coth(kv, /
2k&). The theoretical curve using the ASD fre-
quencies with the BRS temperature dependence
(from the observation just made the exact tempera-
ture dependence of v, is not critical here) is in close
agreement with the experimental splitting in Fig. 8.
We may surmise that the ASD frequencies would re-
produce within experimental error the entire tem-
perature dependence of the isotope splitting as de-
fined in Table VI.
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Theory of the One-Phonon Resonance Raman Effect
Richard M. Martin~

&ell Telephone Laboratories, Ml~ay HN, Nero Jersey 07974
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Resonant enhancements of Raman scattering cross sections for photons near electronic reso-
nances are calculated for ordinary allowed scattering and for intraband Frohlich scattering,
which is of higher order in the wave vectors and thus forbidden. Exciton effects are included
exactly in the hydrogenic approximation via numerical calculations using the Green's-function
formulation. Much greater enhancements are found for forbidden than for allowed lines, and
it is shown that forbidden lines can become comparable to allowed lines near resonance with
large Wannier excitons. It is predicted to be feasible to observe one-LO-phonon lines in crys-
tals (e.g. , TlCl and TlBr) in which such transitions are always forbidden. Comparison with
experiment for CdS is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large enhancements of Raman scattering cross
sections for incident or scattered photons near res-
onance with fundamental electronic transitions have
been observed' and described theoretically "in
a number of works. The present paper casts in a
different form many of the calculations in previous
theoretical papers and, in addition, incorporates
the electron-phonon intraband Frohlich interaction. '

This part of the electron-phonon interaction has
been considered previously only by Hamilton" for
incident light above the band gap. In this paper it
is shown to give rise to striking effects in Raman
scattering just below the band gap.

All light-scattering processes in which electrons
play an important role as intermediate states are
expected to exhibit resonance phenomena, with

cross sections varying rapidly near allowed elec-
tronic resonances, i.e. , near peaks in the absorp-
tion. Pere we are interested in the frequency range
just below the lowest absorption edge; the small
absorption that is present in real crystals in this
range plays no- fundamental role and is merely a
correction that must be made to experimental data.

Both electron-photon and electron-phonon inter-
actions are here treated in perturbation theory
neglecting polariton ' ' and bound-exciton-phonon
effects. Thus the present calculations are invalid
for photons sufficiently near resonance or for very
large exciton-phonon interactions. Expressions for
the cross section correctly coupling the exciton and

photon into polaritons have been given ' neglecting
exciton dispersion, in which case they differ ap-
preciably ' from the perturbation expressions only
for E,„—co «yt where E, t is the longitudinal-trans-


